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XTB820 – Electric operated passenger wheel 
balancer
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Features: Benefits:

Smaller cabinet Saves space, convenient when it needs to be 
transported.

High-precision machinery spindle and 
imported bearings Ensure the measuring precision.

Can change display from inch to millimeter, 
gram to ounce. Easy to operate.

Self-calibrating programs

The self-calibration mode enables you to test 
and set the various sensors in the machine 
to check everything is working correctly. It’s 
good practice to run the calibration when 
the machine is first delivered and then you 
can run it once a month just to check you are 
providing the very best in wheel balancing 
accuracy.

Static, AL1 ,AL2,AL3 balancing modes Complete range of different wheels.

Safety hood
To prevent the tyre from flying in any direction 
and protect the operators eyes & face from 
any debris that might come flying off the tyre.

Rugged welded steel body construction. Designed to perform and built to last.
Foot brake For accurate wheel weight placement

Training available
Technicians can be professionally trained to 
use the tyre changer and get the maximum 
benefit from it.

1 year warranty The machine will be repaired if there are any 
factory faults. 

Model: XTB820

Product: Electric operated passenger Wheel balancer

Description: The XTB820 wheel balancer is the perfect companion to the XTC428B tyre 
changing machine. Small and compact, it is an electronic balancing machine with 
microprocessor designed for balancing wheels weighting up to 65kg.

The push button controlled calibration system allows a range of adjustment which is also 
sufficient to cover wheels. Differing from ordinary ones (motorcycles and racing cars).
Special functions are also available to cater for wheels of unusual shape and there is 
provision for optional functions of the balancing machine.

The operator will enter the 3 specifications of offset, wheel width and wheel diameter before 
spinning the wheel for the balancing process. The balancer will then indicate the weight 
placement required and its value. Simple, compact, affordable and accurate the XTB820 
is also ideal for use in a in a compact workshop environment as well as a mobile tyre fitting 
operation. 

Optional extra - motorcycle adapter. 
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Technical information
Max wheel weight 65 kg
Voltage 220V/50Hz
Balancing accuracy ±1g
Rim diameter 10” - 24”
Rim width 1.5” - 20”
Cycle time 15s
Net weight 83kg
Machine dimensions 900*540*995mm

Spares available

Should you have a breakdown you will not 
have to wait for your machine to be repaired. 
If there is anything we don’t have, we fly it in 
directly from the Suppliers. 

Operational videos
Technicians can learn how to operate the 
machine by watching a video, which is easier 
and more simple than written instructions. 

Standard accessories
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